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STATEMENT OF INTENT 

As Chief Financial Officer of NASA, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), I 
exercise express authority and responsibility to request from NASA Headquarters funds 
for decommissioning activities associated with operations authorized by U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Material License No. 01-06571-10. This authority is established 
by Resources Authority Warrants issued from NASA Headquarters. Within this authority, 
I intend to request that funds be made available when necessary in the amount of 
$26, 000 to decommission an Iso Vak Engineering, Inc. Radiflo Mark V leak detection 
device housed in Building 4484 of NASA, MSFC. Enclosed is a bid from Iso Yak 
Engineering detailing the decommissioning process and specifying the cost of 
decommissioning. I intend to request and obtain these funds sufficiently in advance of 
decommissioning to prevent delay of required activities. 

{J~[).J(~ 
Pamela D. Hanes 

Chief Financial Officer 
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isoVac :Engineering inc. 
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04/04/11 

NASA 

Subject: Decommissioning 

Reference: 
IsoVac is very familiar with the Decommissioning Rule, and is licensed to perform the 
decommissioning of the Krypton85 leak testing machines. Due to the well established 
procedures and minor safety concerns associated with the process of venting and disposing of 
Kr85 handling equipment, most of the States, and NRC, have allowed the financial assurances 
for the process to be kept to a minimum value, as long as the following steps were adhered to. 

1. 	 IsoVac prepares the Sutton Meteorological calculations for the venting of the quantity of 
gas in your Kr85 machine over a twenty-four to 36 hour period. Those calculations 
provide assurance that the discharge rate with dilution of the Kr85 gas will maintain a 
concentration that will be well below allowable levels. 

2. 	 The Krypton85 gas must be first vented from the machine, That step requires two days of 
regulated venting at a rate that maintains the concentration at the "DPMC", (Downwind 
Point of Maximum Concentration, at ground level), at two to three orders of magnitude 
below the nationally allowed level of 3 x 10-7 !-lCi/atm cc. We are normally allowed to 
perform that venting operation without any permits or license amendments. 

3. 	 The machine is then removed from the room under IsoVac supervision, along with all 
accessory pieces of equipment, and shipped to IsoVac for complete dismantling and 
disposal. 

4. 	 A radiation survey is performed on your facility where the Kr85 equipment was housed. 

5. 	 Upon receipt of the equipment at IsoVac, the machines are completely dismantled, 
deactivated, and any residual contaminated parts and materials are compacted and 
shipped to a nuclear waste facility for disposal. 

6. 	 Following the final disposal of the equipment residues, IsoVac will provide you with a 
certification of disposal of the equipment, and facility survey. You then submit those 
documents to your Regulatory Agency, with a request to terminate your license for that 
material. 
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The costs associated with the above process, are as follows: 

a) The Sutton Meteorological calculations cost $450.00 

b) The venting step cost is $2,000, plus travel expenses. 

c) Shipping costs, (Prepaid), (usually - $400.00) 

d) Dismantling and disposal of machine at IsoVac: NTE $23,000.00 

The total projected costs for the Decommissioning are -$26,000. 00. 

Our experience has been that, due to the simplicity of the venting and disposal of these 
machines you need only provide a financial assurance for the above costs, and certainly not for 
a bond associated with reactor and other such facilities. 

You should submit a letter to the State saying that you have obtained a quotation from IsoVac 
Engineering to decommission your Radiflo equipment, and that cost is projected to be 
$26,000.00. The equipment will be vented by IsoVac, and transported to IsoVac and transferred 
to the IsoVac Byproduct Materials License # 1673-19, where it will be completely dismantled, 
deactivated and the final residues disposed of at a nuclear waste site. Provide a letter that states 
that NASA is providing Corporate Financial Assurance for that amount of money to be available 
for the decommissioning process. 

The prices quoted here are valid for 4 years from the above date. 

Please let us know how we can assist your further in establishing your Decommissioning Plan. 

Very truly yours 

~;e 1t4I 
George R. Neff 
President, R.S.O. 
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